UNC-KCL WORKSHOP

SEPTEMBER 11-12, 2023

MONDAY, 11 SEPTEMBER

9:30 – 11:00: Panel 1, "Internationalist Struggle in the Post-Colonial World": Theadora Broyd and Yusuf Sezgin

11:30 – 1:00: Panel 2, "Resistance to Empire in Colonial India and the Middle Passage": Shankar Nair and Nancy Andoh

2:00 – 3:30: Panel 3, "Women’s Participation in European Structures of Power": Anna Molnar and Maddie James

TUESDAY, 12 SEPTEMBER

9:30 – 10:30: Research Roundtable with UNC Students: Burak Bulkan, Oskar Czendze, and Mira Markam

11:00 – 12:30: Panel 4, "Organizing the Left in the 20th-Century UK and US": Eli Kramer-Taylor and Will Raby

FOR MORE INFORMATION: unckclworkshop@gmail.com